
INTEL – Tick Tock Video Script
Option 1

April 27, 2008

INT. INTEL OFFICE/FRONT DESK
[Start of the day, people coming into work. Receptionist is working at desk]

[Receptionist’s phone rings…]

Receptionist SAM [on phone]: Intel, this is Sam…

Director Michaels [on phone]: Hi, this is director Michaels…(pauses)…Just wanted to remind you that the
film crew is coming in today for the short information Tick Tock video shoot and…

Receptionist SAM [on phone]: uh, yes, Mr. Michaels…they’re here now.

Director Michaels [on phone]: Oh…because…[We hear police siren] I’m, uh, stuck in traffic right now.
[Siren sounds again].

Receptionist [on phone]: Hold on…[Motions to Intel Employee Tim to come over...then puts Director
Michaels on speakerphone]…what’s the problem?

Director Michaels [on speakerphone]: I’m stuck in traffic …[We hear someone say “License and
registration please]…I should be there in about 10 minutes.

Receptionist Sam and Intel Employee Tim look at each other in questioning manner, then look out window
to parking lot and see Director Michaels getting ticketed by a cop.

Intel Employee TIM [to Director Michaels]: Should we just get started up here…sounds like you might be
a while. (Receptionist Sam and Intel Employee Tim smile and laugh to each other.]

CUT TO
Director Michaels [in parking lot]: Ok…yeah. Mr. White is in charge until I get there.

COP: This license is expired.

Director Michaels: I have to go…[hangs up.]

[CUT TO - Receptionist Sam and Intel Employee Tim stare at each other in disbelief. Camera pans over to
Mr. White sitting back in his chair with his hands behind his head, smiling smugly and nodding.]

OPENING CREDITS montage. An Intel version of The Office Intro with same music – Example at
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jLL39rb_bhA

INTERIOR – INTERVIEW ROOM/First Interviewee:

Interviewee 1: Where’s Mr. Michaels? Wasn’t he supposed to direct?

Mr. White: He’s been delayed. I’ll be directing until his return.

CUT TO HALLWAY- MR. WHITE
Mr. White: Yes, I have directed before. In the 5th grade I directed a version of A Clockwork Orange and
got a standing ovation from my Mom. So who better to direct this brief informational video of the Tick
Tock model? Clockwork Orange…Tick Tock…a coincidence? I don’t think so.

CUT TO INTERVIEW ROOM - interviewee 1
Leading Question: Do you know the Tick Tock method?
Interviewee 1 Sample Answer: The Tick Tock method? Yeah, I know it. It’s our term for describing our



product cycle. Tick refers to the initial launch of a new micro architecture and Tock is its successor.
We hear a faint, constant tick tock sound in the background. Interviewee 1 looks around wondering where
it’s coming from]

Leading Question: Who was Gordon Moore?
INTERVIEWEE 1 Sample Answer cont.: Intel co-founder Gordon E. Moore developed an important
trend in the history of computer hardware: that the number of transistors placed on an integrated circuit is
increasing exponentially, doubling approximately every two years. This is Moore’s Law…and the Tick
Tock method is based on that.

CUT TO MR. WHITE
MR. WHITE: Gordon Moore…was he related to Demi Moore?

Interviewee 1 Sample Answer: [obviously annoyed] Almost every single measure of the capabilities of
digital electronic devices is linked to Moore's Law and the Tick Tock method: processing speed, memory
capacity, even the resolution of digital cameras…so no…I don’t think he is related to Demi Moore.

CUT TO Interior Hallway – MR. WHITE
MR. WHITE: It was a legitimate question. They have the same last name and both are very talented.
Gordon Moore, the retired chairman and CEO of Intel. Demi Moore…played a computer specialist in the
1994 movie Disclosure.

CUT TO Receptionist SAM rolling her eyes, annoyed.

CUT TO INTERIOR HALLWAY – INTERVIEWEE 2
INTERVIEWEE 2: Oh yeah, Tick Tock. Our fast moving technology innovation model that lives on a
two-year timeline designed to deliver comprehensive and ongoing innovation.

CUT TO MR. WHITE STANDING IN FRONT OF A VENDING MACHINE IN HALL
MR. WHITE: Aaand? [said in a drawn out way]

INTERVIEWEE 2: And thousands of vendors rely on the predictability of the Intel tick-tock model to
enable faster, more efficient innovation throughout the industry.

CUT TO MR. WHITE STANDING IN FRONT OF A VENDING MACHINE IN HALL
MR. WHITE: Aaand? [said in a drawn out way]

INTERVIEWEE 2: And to help ensure Intel processor advances meet their needs, we invest strongly in
research efforts to support next-generation solutions at the silicon level, and to help drive and support
industry-wide standards. [Pause] Now can you please stop blocking the vending machine? I have low blood
sugar. [Camera shows Mr. White moving out of the way of the vending machine. As he moves, he does an
overly acted “royal” bow with extravagant hand motion].

DIRECTOR MICHAELS [finally shows up a bit out of breath]: I made it. We can start now.
RECEPTIONIST: Mr. Michaels…I think we’re done

DIRECTOR MICHAELS: Did you talk about how the Tick Tock method continues to drive the pace of
innovation through a cadence of delivering a new architecture approximately every two years linked with
silicon technology advancements?

RECEPTIONIST: Yes.

Director Michaels: Did you show the graph example?

MR. WHITE: I did not show the graph. I thought it would be best represented in a downloadable PDF
document. [Looks at camera while saying this as if talking to the viewer] [Then points down to where a
download pdf button will live] MR WHITE cont.: Right there – just click that and you can download



more detailed information.

DIRECTOR Michaels: Ok – that’s doable. What about the Demi Moore question?

Receptionist SAM [Rolls eyes and sighs]: Uh…yeah… we cleared that up.

MR. WHITE: There was no solid evidence.

Director MICHAELS: Well ok, ok….I guess that’s a wrap. Good job people.

CUT TO PARKING LOT – Packing up Camera Equipment

Director MICHAELS cont.: Hey…can I get a ride. I’m not allowed to drive for a while.

End


